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John Talbot’s detailed study of Icenian coinage, a welcome addition to the literature on British 

Iron Age coinage, is well laid out in a clearly written style and is divided into seven chapters: an 

introduction, two chapters covering different phases of the coinage, three chapters discussing 

various related aspects, and a concluding chapter. Each chapter is split into sections and 

subsections, allowing the reader to easily find specific aspects. They are followed by seven 

appendices, covering a full die-study, metal analysis, die number estimates, and hoards. It 

concludes with a glossary and a concordance between the three principal reference catalogues 

and Talbot’s own classification. 

 

The book is very well illustrated, with lots of tables, charts and maps, providing a visual aid to 

the text and allowing the reader to see at a glance where different coin types are found. There 

are many, high-quality enlarged photos of coins throughout and the comprehensive, fully 

illustrated die-study appendix, built up from some 10000 coins, is of considerable value, 

showing as it does the full range of Icenian coinage and demonstrating the relative internal 

chronology of individual issues by following the die sequences, building up an overall picture of 

the organisation of the coinage. Talbot’s ingenious use of overlapping photos of coins struck 

from the same die, but showing different parts of the die, allows a fuller reconstruction of the 

design, which is usually only partially reproduced on any one coin. 

 

Chapter 1 provides a summary of the questions and aims of the writer, some necessary 

background about the area under the control of the Icenian tribal grouping, previous work 

undertaken on Icenian coinage, and the basics of the die study and its importance. There is also 

an overview showing the grouping of the issues and periods for the entire range of Icenian 

coinage, discussed in depth in Chapters 2 and 3. 

 

Earlier coins coming into the area would have provided the impetus for the start of local coinage 

production, once the concept of, and need for, coin use had been accepted locally, and it is 

suggested that the earliest Icenian gold coins may have been produced at least in part as 

payment of tribute extracted by Caesar. Although there are no clear links between the earlier 



gold and silver coins, recognisably linked issues subsequently appeared, which can be 

reasonably assumed to be related denominations. It is argued that this suggests the 

establishment of a cohesive monetary system, with increasing standardisation and features of 

mass production. Although gold later declined in use, production levels of silver greatly 

increased over time, indicating much greater use of coinage, and this forms the central premise 

of the book, that the coinage was increasingly produced with trade as a driving force. 

Increasingly common plated coinage, intended to deceive, is seen as an indicator that official 

coinage had commercial value. 

 

Talbot demonstrates that the existence of three pagi, each producing their own coinage with a 

particular obverse design, as considered by Derek Allen (Allen 1970), cannot be sustained; 

rather, the obverse designs changed over time. A combination of stylistic links between different 

issues, and evidence from hoards, has enabled him to instead postulate the existence of three 

main mints operating in parallel, each producing specific types within distinct denominational 

groupings. 

 

Chapter 4 discusses various technical data associated with the production of Icenian coinage: 

metallurgy, weight, minting and scale, based on the division of the coinage discussed in the 

preceding chapters. Using metrological and metallurgical data, Talbot concludes that the 

relative value and weight of Icenian gold and silver coins broadly tracked one another, 

suggesting that they were related denominations. Evidence for minting comes in the form of 

pellet moulds and unstruck blank flans although no Icenian dies have yet been found. It is 

unknown how many coins could be struck per die and Talbot has assumed somewhat arbitrary 

figures, inevitably given the lack of secure data, thus any conclusions drawn from this aspect 

have to be seen as hypothetical, as is stated. 

 

Chapter 5 discusses the imagery of Icenian coinage, showing that denominational sets are 

linked by common themes, including the well-known back-to-back crescents design which 

eventually came to dominate much of Icenian coinage. The use of inscriptions on Icenian 

coinage started very late, and a number of possibilities are put forward as to what they refer to. 

Given that inscriptions showing the names of rulers had already been in use for many years 

prior to this in territories to the south, one is left to wonder why the idea took so long to catch on 

in Icenian territory, particularly given that numerous stylistic links are evident between Icenian 

coins and coins from those very regions. 

 

Chapter 6 discusses evidence derived from both hoard and non-hoard finds. Alongside the die 

study and analysis of stylistic development, the hoards were a key factor in understanding the 

organisation and relative chronology of the Icenian coin issues. Talbot has demonstrated the 



value of an in-depth analysis of hoards, listing them not only by the types present, but by 

individual dies which can be sequenced, allowing new insights into the structure of the coinage. 

The hoard study has been used to suggest that Icenian coinage terminated at the time of the 

Boudiccan revolt, having continued to be minted for some years after the Roman conquest, 

although precisely when production ceased remains uncertain. 

 

Analysis of the types and denominations from non-hoard finds shows differences from those 

represented in the hoards. The non-hoard finds include coin issues which were seemingly 

deliberately excluded from the hoards. This may suggest different spheres of use for different 

denominations including, as is argued throughout, for trade. 

 

Brief summaries of the preceding chapters are given in separate sections in Chapter 7, along 

with discussions on ancient economies and the use of coinage, and how it may have impacted 

more widely on society. It concludes with a short discussion of what Talbot concludes Icenian 

coinage was used for. It would perhaps have been better to merge sections 7.10 & 7.17 as 

these discuss similar topics. 

 

It has often previously been thought unlikely that the use of coinage in ancient societies would 

have been related to a market-driven economy (Polanyi et al. 1957; Finley 1973). Like others, 

Talbot is not convinced by past arguments which have influenced this view, so it is perhaps 

surprising that he does not tabulate the huge increase in numbers of Iron Age coins since the 

1970s, which itself lends weight to the idea of a more monetised economy having existed than 

was previously considered possible. The results of the study suggest that there was a move 

towards a more monetised society. Icenian coinage was intended to be used as money, in that 

it was designed to be used as a means of payment, wealth storage and a standard of value, 

and was increasingly used for trade, for which it was a useful medium, although no doubt it was 

used in other ways also, perhaps evolving over time. However, the complete lack of locally 

produced low value bronze coinage, which was presumably a deliberate choice, may have 

made the gold and silver-based Icenian coinage impractical for smaller transactions of low 

value, and other means of conducting these must in that case have existed alongside. 

 

This leads to perhaps the most contentious conclusion. Talbot regards Icenian coinage as 

having been issued by traders for trading purposes. He sees no clear link between Icenian 

coinage and political power or kingship and regards the coinage as being driven by trade rather 

than politics. Even if this view is correct, some high-level authority must have granted 

permission to the traders to produce large-scale coinage for trading purposes, with the authority 

involved in setting the intended standards. While the core area of Icenian coinage distribution 

remained quite constant across the entire period of production, it is heavily concentrated in the 



tribal region, with finds increasingly scarce the further away one gets from that region. If coinage 

was issued for trade, then that trade seems to have been primarily internal. A number of 

features which might suggest that traders were responsible for the later Icenian coinage are put 

forward, although this reviewer can see alternative possibilities based on what appears to have 

been happening in other areas at the time. For example, in Kent, there are strong indications of 

political influence on the coinage, and even some coins with no legend can be linked to 

inscribed issues within extended denominational sets. 

 

One looks forward to similar detailed studies being published for other tribal coinages, notably 

the neighbouring Corieltavi, where similar linked denominations are apparent. It should not, 

however, be assumed that all Late Iron Age coinage functioned in exactly the same ways as 

postulated here. Unlike the Iceni (and others), the tribes of south-east England struck bronze 

coins in large numbers, which were more conducive to a basic market economy, and a similar 

study there, although problematic, would certainly aid our understanding of the varied uses and 

purpose of Iron Age coinage and the monetary aspects of Late Iron Age society, and would no 

doubt throw up fresh insights and both comparisons and contrasts with this study. 

 

A few typos and printing errors – including a missing page in the reviewer’s copy – were noted, 

most of which will quickly be obvious to the reader. One minor irritation, although it does not 

detract, is the inappropriate use of capital letters when referring to Roman coin denominations. 

This seems to stem from the use of capitals when referring to the Icenian denominations, the 

actual names of which will probably never be known. The reviewer would have preferred to see 

all denomination terms, both Iron Age and Roman, in italics, without recourse to errant capitals 

in mid-sentence. A certain amount of duplication could also perhaps have been avoided. 

 

The reviewer concludes by saying that this book has greatly increased their understanding of 

Icenian coinage, and indeed had the opportunity to use the die-study to identify a recent find of 

a coin of Ecen. Made for Trade is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in Iron Age 

coinage or East Anglian identity in the Late Iron Age, and the plates allow for much easier 

identification than has previously been possible. There is much potential for further study of 

Icenian coinage and society; for example, noting the precise locations of finds in the landscape, 

and determining the nature of the trade facilitated by coinage use. John Talbot is to be 

congratulated on tackling this difficult coinage series in such detail and succeeding in turning it 

into a coherent narrative. 
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Editor’s note 

The missing page mentioned above has been rectified as the book has been reprinted since 

this review was written. 


